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Introduction. 
( _ 

The purpose of the; paper is to analyse the comparative 

costs <if a number of manufacturing industries in Pakistan vis-a-vis 

the prices of competing imports over thi period of last fifteen years 

or so (i950-i964). In the past the effective rates of protection have 

been estimated for the major groups of industries in Pakistan based 

on tariff rates aggregated or averaged for the various constituent 

industries within'each group. In rhe absence of a direct evidence 

on the differentials between domestic and foreign prices of inputs 

and outputs this does not measuve the extent of protection implied 

' : by quantitative restrictions. Similarly, there have been studies 

on the domestic prices o2 a number of imported goods in order to 

measure the extent of scarcity margins on the tax paid value of 

the imported goods-r̂  But there has been no direct comparison of 

the prices of narrowly defined a^d clearly identifiable domestic 

goods with the cif prices of .closely competing and comparable 
• • • : • ! . . . • 

imparts. -Therprese'it paper i3 an attempt to close the gap in 
; "' " . f .: , ... i 

knowledge by providing direct- ettfpiricai evidence on the cbmparativa 

costs of domestic industries. The paper also purports to analyse 

the additional evidence with a view to identifying and examining 

the nature of cost diss'ilities of the manufacturing industries 

in Pakistan as well as the rationale underlying the determination 

of the protective tariff rates by the Tariff fommission for 

specific industries 



It attempts to test two hypotheses regarding the comparative 

costs and competitive strength of manufacturing industries in 

Pakistan which have developed under tariff protection. Firstly, 

it investigates the changes, if any, in the comparative cost 

situation over the years. The expectation is that with the 

passage of time and the accumulation of experience in terms 

of techniques of production as well as of training of labour 

and management, the cost disabilities of the manufacturing 

industries may have declined so that prices shoeId tend to 

become more competitive than they were in the.past. Se^endly, 

it is expected that the cost disabilities would differ between 

different industries, specially between simply consumer's 

goods manufacturers and int«knediate and capital goods . 

industries .. . The principal. causes of cost disadvantages of 

the Pakistani manufacturing indust.ies are examined as well 

.as any possible changes in the criteria for tve fixation of 

tariff rates. 

The Pattern of Industrial Growth and its Principal Determinants^ 

The pattern of Pakistan's industrialisation in overall terms 

and in terms of the compositicm of the industrial structure is shown 

below:- _ . .. , „ . . ..• :: 

Table 1 
Rateo of Growth of Large-Scale 

Manufacturing Industries in Pakistan, 
Gross Value of 0 utput Jj Gross Value 

Percentage Share in Totahi _ , _ ' t Added - • , « (* Rates of Growth I „ _ _ _ In=.'ustrial Output V 5 Rates of Growth 
1954-55 | 59-60 j 63-64 p4/55-59/60 159/60-63/64 *5V55-59/60 jj 59/60-63/64 

Total Manufacturing '. • v ] 19 • 3 14. 5 .19.5 15.7 

Consumption Goods 72 .69 64.38 59.05 16.1 .. 12. 8 15.6 12.8 

Intermediate Goods 15 .8<5 20.94 21.54 39 , 12. 3 27 . 13.7 

Investment & 
Related Goods 11 .42 14?68 19.40 25 23 1 28 26 



- : 3 : -

Industrial output expanded at the rate of 19% per 

annum during 1954-55/1959-60 and about 15% per annum during 

1959t60/1963-64. The industrial structure has increasingly 

become more diversified. The preponderance of textile, food 

and.related industries declined from 68% to 58% of the total 

industries output. The spurt in industrial development in 

Pakistan was initiated by foreign exchange crisis in the 

period following the Korean boom. Import restrictions 

provided a sheltered market for the development of particularly 

those industries which -̂ised on domestic raw materials 

9nd those which were judgad to be essential consumer's 

goods industries. The industries considered essential for 

defence purposes also received a fillip. 

The pattern of growth of manufacturing industries 

in Pakistan is the result of a set of inter-related factors 

such as tariffs^ quantitative restrictions, industrial 

licensing and credit policies etc. Tut iorities in the 

field of industrial investment which were not very clearly 

formulate'! in the early years but which became more 

articulate in course of time as a part of an integrated 

overall plan were sought to "oe implemented by credit and 

licensing policies and partly by direct investments on 

the part of the Government or Government sponsored public 

corporations. Admittedly, these controls and policies did not 

operate without serious limitations and there were significant 

deviations fr;on> the Government determined investment schedule 

on.the part of private investors guided as they were by 

profit:,opportunities which deviated from the priorities set 

by the Government. • ., 
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It is important to remind ourselves that tariff rates are 

set and changed only in a ve^y few cases in response to the recommendations 

of the Tariff Commission. The distinction between revenue duties and 

protective tariffs kas"ba«-r often a matLr of form rather than of 

intention and"J2 *cfv.. ' r.tfects ~ industries concerned. Moreover, 

the protection has been more often provided by quantitative restrict-

ions on imports until 1964, when a considerable relaxation of 

quantitative restrictions took place and tariffs tended to assume 

a more important role. It may be asked why in spite of strict 

quantitative restrictions the manufacturing industries sought tariff 

protection in addition. Firstly, in a few selected cases quantitative 

restrictions and the price spread which result between the foreigm 

and domestic price, may have bee-n insufficient to provide adequate 

protection tb the high c 3t domestic industry. Secondly, quantitative 

restrictions have multiple purposes. The extent of quantitative 

restrictions on imports is seldom geared to the needs of specific 

industries but is often geared more to the general balance of 

payments considerations. Accordingly, individual industries may be 

faced, in a period of liberal imports, with a severe competition 

from abroad. The existence of a second line of defence in terms of 

adequate protective tariffs which, while they are ineffective so 

long as the quantitative restrictions last and are adequate, may 

beccu>e effective as so»n as the quantitative restrictions are 

relaxed. Thirdly, even though it is true that revenue duties in 

many cases are sufficiently high to provide protection, they are 

not fixed keeping in view the costs of specific industries and they 

are also changed in response to budgetary considerations, i.e. need 

to raise revenue etc. A mere conversion of a revenue duty to 

protective duty without any change :n the level of duty may serve 

the purpose of preventing or lore*calling sudden changes in rates 
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of duties without an examination by the Tariff Commission and 

without the industry concerned having been given an opportunity 

to argue its case. 

The tariff structure of Pakistan, including both 

revenue and protective tariffs, such that a lower rate 

of tariffs is imposed on intermediate and investment and 

related goods than on consumer goods. The unweighted and 

weighted tariff rates for the three groups of commodities 
3/ for three widely separated years arc given below:— 

1954/55 1959/60 1963/64 

Consumption a) 65 68 88 
Goods b) 65 68 101 

c) 68 70 . 114 

Intermediate ; a> 40 40 54 
Goods b) 46 47 61 

c) 40 39 50 

Investment and a) 39 40 46 
Related Goods b) 45 45 43 

c) 32 36 40 

The structure of tariffs is given below in terms of the implicit 

,rates of protection which is compared with nominal tariffs. The 

nominal and effective ra^es of protection for three classes of 

goods for the year 1963 1-64 are as follows: 

,.• Simple Average of Rates 
4 Weighted Averages of Rates-

'•it * . (1963-64) 
Nominal Effective Nominal Effective 

••. Ra„ ̂s Rates Rates Rates 

Consumption 
Goods 108.30 91.78 116.33 104.00 

Intermediate 
Goods . i ; 61.00 6i.>.r* 60.86 33.51 

Investment & 
*Vlated Goods 64.96 110.5 56.95 125.57 



The nominal rates of tariffs on intermediate and investment goods are 

roughly similar, irrespective of whether one considers weighted or 

unweighted rates of tariffs, though they are both lower than the rates 

on consu?. - n goods. The effective rates, however, both weighted and 

unweighted, are higher in the case of investment and related goods than 

that for intermediate and consumption goods. This would imply that in 

1963-64 the incentive structure as implied in the tariff system tended 

to shift resources to the investment goods industries. However, an 

exercise in rank correlation between implicit and nominal rates of 

protection for twenty -'ght or more major groups of industries reveals 

that the rank correlation coefficient is very high indicating that the 

relative heights or levels of protection for different industries is the 

relative heights or levels of protection for different industries is the 

same irrespective of whichever index of protection is selected i.e. 

nominal and implicit rates of protection. 

Comparative Cost;, of the Pakistani Industries. 

There are two ways of estimating the comparative cost of the 

Pakistani industries, one way, which is an indirect way, is to estimate 

the domestic prices of the impend goods on the assumption that the 

domestic wholesale prices of imports correspond to the wholesale prices 

of the locally produced closely •«* titutes. This has beett done in a 

number of previous studies. But then the domestic ex-factory prices 

may be widely different from the domestic costs depending upon the 

domestic market structure as well as the margins of profit. The alternative 

way is to estimate directly the prices of local products i.e., actual 

ex-factory prices of domestic products and compare them with the CIF 

prices of closely competing import products. The second method has the 

advantage that the ex-factory prices of the domestic products in many 

cases are based on the examination of the cost of production of the 

domestic industry plus some allowance for profit as reported and analysed 

in,the reports of the Tariff Commission. In a number of cases the 

Tariff Commission has modified or adjusted the cost figures as well as 

the profit margins and has used its own estimate of "fair" prices in 

place of prevailing prices quoted by the producers. Therefore, the 

second method attempts to compare the domestic costs, with the foreign 
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prices rather than to compare the domestic prices with the foreign prices. 

The present study follows the second method, insofar as the data in the 

reports of the Tariff Commission permit, and compares the ex-factory costs 

and prices of the domestic manufactures-with the prices of the closely 

competing substitute or identical products from abroad. 

A comparison of the ex-factory price With the CIF price of the 
thus 

competing products! is/intended to reveai t'.ie extent of cost disabilities 

of domestic industries. Tariff rates may be used as an indicator of cost 

disabilities of particular groups of industries on the assumption 

that tariffs completely account for the difference between domestic 
5/ 

and world prices-r Tariffs do not account completely for the difference 

between world price and domestic prices of similar articles not only 

because of the existence of quantitative restrictions but also due to a 

number of other reasons. There is usually a consumer's preference 

for the established brand names of foreign products, with which the 

consumers have been familiar for a long period. This factor, however, 

would not make the domestic price higher than the foreign price by more 

than the tariff, unless quantitative restrictions reinforce tariffs to 

taise prices above the landed costs. This factor, however, does 

account for the fact that the tariffs or quantitative restriction to 

be effective must cr^te a greater price divergence than is warranted 

by the difference between ex-factory price and the c.i.f. price of 

competing imports. Again, the difference between c&f price and ex-

factory price (without indirect tax) is more than what is represented 

by tariffs and sales tax on imports owing to the existence of additional 

elements of costs incurred in the course of the entry of imports into 

local markets. They are (a) cost6 of insurance, (around 1%), (b) landing 

charges at the port, (around IX), (c) handling charges (2%), and (d) 

import license fee (around %%) with the result that an additional 

impost of 4%% is accounted for by those miscellaneous factors. If the 

domestic prices of products are to be compared with export prices of 

domestic products, then the comparison is with F.O.B. prices and not 
with C&F prices. The former is taken to be usually 5% less than the 
latter in the cost calculations, of the Tariff Commission. The F.O.B. 

>••• price of a domestic price is estimate by deducting 5% of the c&f 
price of the competing import. In this case the difference between 





The period covered in this analysis relates to the investigations 

of the Tariff Ccaaission over the years 1951-66. Out of 115 industries 

ten industries ha^e ex-factory prices below the C1F price whereas fortysix 

industries have ex-facto_y price upto 507o higher than the CIF price. 

Forty three percent of the industries have exrfactory prices from 50% to 

150% higher than the corresponding CIF prices. The mode of the frequency 

distribution of the price differential is 25%-Over the years there does 

not seem to be any .significant change in the pattern of comparative costs. 

The industries were divided into three time periods corresponding to the 

pte-plan, first plan and second plan periods. In all the periods, the 

greatest number of industries ex-factory price? varying between 1 . 0 0 

and 1.50 higher their corresponding CIF prices. In all the cases, the 

next highest number of industries h~£ pries* differentials between 1.51 

and 2.00. The price .dif£p : vitials fo1* individual industries are are- shten • 

inttEfeAp-*r. /*xta?h*ya ^ price c.iferentials are 1.56, 1.44 and 1.83 

respectively for the period 1951-56, 19.5'-'"0 #nd 19.61 «?66. The price 

differentials, including indirect taxes on domestic output, are 1.76, 

1.54 and 2.12 respectively. 

. i;.. The above ratios of foreign a.i. iccestic prices do not indicate 

any improveiiient over time in the cor^arative position of Pakistani 

manufacturing industries. In each case, the differential drops for the 

years 1956-60 and rises again for the years 1961-66. The comparison of 

these ratios over time, however, suffer from the serious limitation 

that the nature or the composition of industries which are covered in 

three different time periods is very different. 

Once the industries are classified into three broad groups 

i.e., consumption goods, intermediate and investment and related 

goods the comparative cost ratios for the three periods appear as 



follows: 
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1951-55 1956-60 1961-66 

Consumption Goods 1.44 (10) 1.27 (8) 1.79 (6) 
Intermediate Goods 2.19 (&) ' 1.76 (3) 2,04 (21) 
Capital Goods 1.48 (V) 1.46 (13) 1.71 (35) 

The figures in brackets are the number of industries in each group. 

The definition of these three groups of industries is the same 

as used earlier in the analysis of the rates of growth of different 

branches of industi. . In the above definition all rubber products, 

pharmaceuticals and paper products are included in the intermediate in" 

whereas specific commodities in each of thise groups may be defined 

either as consumer's goods or a-s inteXL'«'<?.8«.* goods depending on their 

use. Similarly, all the. metal products, nou-metallic minerals, electr 

products, transport equipment are classified above as capital goods 

but the individual items in each group may be classified as consumer goo-.a 

or investment goods, depending on whether they are durable consumable 

goods or are cap. a* equipment. The movements in the relative cost 

ration ' f the .-»e groups of industries on the basis of such redefin-'4-

reveil no different jr.V.ern than is observed above. 

-1-55 1956-60 1961-66 
Consumer Goods 1.61 (16) 1.27 (13) 1.86 (14) 
Intermediate Goods 1.32 (3) 1.64 (3> 1.83 (33) 
Capital Gbods 1.57 (10) 1.64 (8> 1.81 (15) 

The number of industries covered for each category of 

commodities is rather small and does not allow any satisfactory 

intertemporal comparison overtime of the comparative cost 

position of each of Jne category of commodities. The number 

of industries covered is much larger for the period 1961-66 

than for others periods, excepting in the case of consumers goods. 

In each category there has been rise in the price differential 

during the last period. 

However, it is possible to identify a number of specific industries 

on "hich data relating to comparative cost ratios overtime are available. 

The comparability of products overtime is reasonably satisfactory in 

these cases. 



iv Camparafclve Cost Ratios of Sclectcd Industries Overtime 
Ratio of Ex-factory prices (excluding Indirect taxes) to CIF prices 

Sr. No. Industry Ratio Year Sr. No. Industry Ratio Year 

1) Vermicelli, macaroni & Spaghetti 1.29 1952 11) Fire Bricks 1.32 1954 
-do- 1.23 1957 -do- 0.90 1960 
-do- 0.67 1963 12) Grinding wheel 2.26 1951 

2) Slate and slate pencil 1.77 1957 -do- 1.06 1958 
-do- 1.22 1962 13) Matches 1.80 1952 

3) Washing Soap 1.43 1952 -do- 1.55 1963 
-do- 1.07 1960 14) Fruit preserving: Type 1 4) Sodium Bichromate 1.73 1960 a) squashes (Orange & Lemon) 1.91 Type 1 1952 
-do- 1.65 1965 -do- 1.63 1.42 1959 

5) Umbrella making 
-do-

3.58 
1.42 

1952 
1963 

b) Fruit syrup or li a juice 
-do-

1.55 
1.13 

1952 
1959 

6X Iron Safe and Almirah 1.76 1953 c) All pr d ri 1.41 1952 

7 ) -
.:; -do- 1.67 High qualityl960 -d> • Type 1 1.4^ 1959 

7 ) - Safety ra»or ^Average quality .96* 2.15 lVSB 15) Diesel engine industry 1.57 1.81 1953 
blades r ' - r. 1.52 1.38 1960 

t . -do- .78* 1.39 1964 
8) Hurri<jane Lantern 

-do-
.96 
.80 

1953 
1959 

9)' 
-do- Type 1 .73 Type II 1964 

9)' Transformer 1 
--do- .1 

.97 

.74 
1 
.1 
.27 
.13 

1960 
1963 

10;) Electjric Bu.b- .1 .68 1 .47 1954 
- - --do- .A .51 1 .34 1963 

3 ' r" 
ĵi The years^indicate not t'nfe time when the report of the Tariff Commission was either submitted to the Government 
:." (without being published) or published by the Government with an appropriate act' 'i on it. The year indicates 

approximately'. the time period for which cost comparisons are made on the basis ô . available data. There are few 
..: other industries, plastic products, industrial type power switch board and wire netting -- on which reviews are 
h av'ailable;:but. of which the product tiix has changed too radically to allow any comparison. 



The evidence seems to indicate that in all the cases where 

comparative cost ratios of specific industries; with narrowly defined 

products can be indentified, there has been a consistent improvement 

in comparative cost situation over the years. Considering the short 
' ; * » i , . . . . » 

period covered, which is barely thirteen years, the improvement in the 

competitive strength of these specific. industries with a consequent 

decline in cost ratios deserves recognition. It is, however, true that 

the indust:;- c concerned are relatively simple from the point of view 

of technique of production so that in terms of mastery over technique 

and attainment of manage ..* a.1 and labour efficiency costs could be * ... • . i 

reduced rather soon,. 

The individual ir-c" - - - s may also be grouped into major industry 

groups and t'ae price difjet entials for each major group appear as below: 
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Table 4 

1961-66 

Comparative Coafr j^tlo of Major Groups of Industries 
(without Indirect tax) and weighted indices for 

each period 

1951-55 

1/ 

1956-60 

Industry Price Differential 
without Tax Industry Price Differential 

without Tax Industry Price Differential 
without Tax 

Food ilanufacturing 1.25 C3) Basic Metal 1.00 (2) Matches 0.96 (1) 
Non-Electrical rfcci-ino.ry 1.30 (1) Transport Equipment 1.31 (1) Non-metallic Minerals 0.98 (2) 
petroleum Products 1.40 (1) Food Manufacturing 1.34 <3) Miscellaneous 1,03 <4) 
Miscellaneous 1.46 (3) 
Mitches 1.55 (1) Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 1,39 (2) Soap & cosmetics 1.07 (1) 
Non-meallic minerals 1.59 (7) Soap and Cosmetics 1.43 (1) Food Manufacturing 1.43 (2) 
Electrical Machinery & . : l;62 C7) Metal Products 1.48 (5) Electrical Machinery 1.43 (4) 

Equipment Tobacco (bidi) 1,51 (1) and equipment 
(6) Metal products 1.65 (17) Electrical machinery 1,53 (3) Metal products 1.57 (6) 

and equipment 
(2) (2) Pa pef - 1.69 (2) Footwear 1.54 (2) Chemicals and Phar. i« o0 (2) 

Rubber products 1.87 (3) Non-Electrical machinery 1.69 (1) Non-Electrical machinery i *$8 (1) 
Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 2.20 (14) Non-metallic minerals 1,79 (2) Paper 2.06 (1) 
Transport equipment 2.94 (2) Matches 1.80 (t) 
Sugar 3.63 <1) Miscellaneous 1.97 (4) Weighted Average 1.41 

— Rubber products 2.39 (1) 
Weighted Average 2.02 Weighted Average 1.52 i 
•Without Sugar 1;72 ; 

,\f The figures in brackets indicate the number of firms in each industry group. 
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The weighted average cost ratios for three time perioos 

which are computed by weighting cost ratios of each group by 

the value of output of the respective group for the years, 

1954-55, 1959-60, and 1963-64 are 1.52, 1.41 and 2,02 

respectively The cost ratios for the last year drops to 

1.72, if sugar which has a very large cost ratios is excluded. 

As with the unweighted-cost ratios so also with the weighted 
' » ? > { 

cost ratios there does no- 'ems to be any significant 

chang-.1 the relative cost ration overtime, A part of the 

explanation of a decline in cost ratio in 1959-60 as compared 

with 1954-55 and a subsequent rise by the 1963-64, apart from 

the difference ^n the industrial structure between the 

different time periods, lies in the fact that in the second 

period as compared to the first the rate of exchange was 

depreciated as a result of devaluation at the end 1955. 
} 

This only affirms that the comparative cost raf.os are the 

obverse of scarcity prices of foreign exchange so £hat they 

may.indicate the extent of.overvaluation of the Pakistani 

Rupee. 

The co--. ratios for major groups of industries, 

when all the time periods are considered together, appear 

as follows ranked in order c£ "r'-̂ ir magnitude. 
Comparative flor»t Ratios of Major Groups 

ox Industries 
1. Basic Metal 1.000 
2. Soaps and Cosmetics 1.125 
3. Food Manufacturing 1.340 
4. Petroleum Product 1.400 
5. Matches 1.437 
6. Non-metallic Minerals 1.453 
7. Miscellaneous 1.487 
8, Tobacco 1.510 
9.' 4 Electrical Machinery 1.527 
10. Footwear 1.540 
11. Metal Products 1.567 
12. Non--electrical machinery 1.623 
13. Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals 1.730 
14. Transport equipment 2.125 
15. Rubber Products 2.130 
16. Paper 2.385 
17. Sugar 3.630 

Weighted Average : l.g'-O 
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In order to qualify for protection a firm has to exist and has to 

be well established enough to supply to the Tariff Commission the data 

on cost and prices for the investigation by the latter. The protection 

is seldom given in advance to the industry before being established. 

The absence of anticipatory protection implies that once the first firm 

has established its case for protection, a subsequent firm which 

enters the industry enihy.® the protection automatically. In this 

sense the first firm generates external economy of tariff protection 

for the subsequent firms entering the industry, pa addition to the 

above criteria the Tariff Commissi^:. 5* later years has also considered 

an important aspect, that is, th* .'..sr. exchange saving or earning 

capacity of the Industry concerned. *\Ss objective being to promote those 

industries which tend to either save foreign exchange through import 

substitution or export expansion. 

The Tariff Commission examines and suggests tariff rates for one 

industry at a time as and when the industry concerned applies for 

protection and the Government refers the case to the Commission for 

examination. In other words, the Tariff Commission does not undertake 

a comps?„ative study of various industries i.e., does not compare a 

large number of industries in various fields in terms of their cost, 

efficiency, or prices. The Industries programmes determination 

priorities in the field of industry belongs to different policy making 

organizations such as .Industrial^licensing authorities and Planning 

Commission. The Tariff Commission i& a party to the process of 

the formulation of industrial priorities or selection of industrial 

projects. However, Tariff Commission only comes into the picture at 

a later stage when the industry has already been sanctioned by the 

appropriate authorities and is functioning for some time. But it does 

compare the domestic cost nnd import price of each competing product 

as each case comes up for investigation. If.the exercise in the 

examination.of the relative cost structure is already done at the 

earlier stages of industrial programming, the Tariff Commission's 

task becomes very simple one i.e., to provide temporary relief to 



the extent of the cost disadvantage of particular industry as estimated 

by them at the time that the' protection is sought. Admittedly in a 

nascent economy like Pakistan the manufacturing industries would have 

a higher cost structure and higher prices compared to international 

prices. The relevant question to answer in deciding the o-clmum 

pattern of an industrial programme is to compare the relative 

inefficiency of different industries and to chose the programme 

which yields the least inefficient group or potentially most efficient i 
group of industries in terms of their cost vis-a-vis international 

prices. This criterion naturally relates to the maximization of output 

On*the basis of given amount of scarce investible resources and 

Obviously does not include considerations either of distribution of 

income or of employment, even though an over-all programming . ' 

model may incorporate these different restrictions. However, a 

comprehensive exercise in industrial programming was not done even 

nominally during the first Five Year Plan. After Liie 2nd Five Year 

Plan and the introduction of the investment schedule, it is done only 

very imperfectly, more sd in the private industrial.', investment than 

in the field of public sector -«-ts. The major considerations, which 

governed the determination of industrial priorities in the early fifties 

were: (a) "use of domestic raw materials such as jute, cotton, sugarcane, 

wool, hides and skins, cereal straws, oilseeds, limestone, gypsum etc.; 

(b) reduction of imports, ^Irticularly essential items, in which the 

country should have certain minimum indigenous productive capacity; 

(c) maximum productivi- 'n relation to capital Invested and maximum 

employment; and (d) net social and economic advantage to the country11 r^ 

Even t( capital cOst does not beiar very favourable proportion to the 

value of output, it was felt that there were certain articles such as 

essential medicines, pharaaceutieal products, insecticides and dis-

infectants, refined petrol itmt and allied products, chemical fertilisers, 

certain heavy chemicals, materials on whicfi other industries were 

dependent and there were' industries which meet essential defence 

requirements, in which Pakistan as "a matter of national importance" 



should become self sufficient. The development of light and medium 
: engineering .industries such as motor trucks, cycles, light and heavy 

electrical equipment and machine tools was considered important not 

onlyj as a method of reducing the value of imported materials but also 

for producing 'the nucleus for building up in due course more complete 

' plants'. 

While deciding on the need for and extent of tariff protection for 

a particular industry, the Tariff Commission does pay careful attention 

to (a) extent of domestic demand for the product of the industry and 

(b) installed capacity, including possible plaas for expansion of the 

industry in question.'An industry in order to qualify for protection 

has to have adequate productive capacity to meet domestic demand or at 

least a major part of the domestic requirements. This is a very important 

consideration in case a ban on imports is requested-by the industry in 

question. The.' Id^c fc»blnd this criterion is thatjnrotection is intended 

to substitute ivncris by ri.mestic production and not just simply to 

curtail imports Trriffs, therefore, in order to be successful as 

protective tariffs must enable an expansion of domestic supply. This 

implies that not only demand 5r.r mparts is price elastic but also that 

the elasticity of supply of domestic substitutes is also high. The 

former restricts the demand f:r Xraports and the latter ensures an 

-expansion in supply in response to a high price and the availability 

of an assured market. The Tariff Commission, accordingly, pays considerable 

attention in its analysis as well as in its recommendations to the matter 

of removing bottlenecks in the way of increased production of the industry 

in question such as the: assurance of ah adequate supply of imported 

raw materials. The need for an expansion of productive capacity 

to meeit domestic demand in replacement of imports has not been felt 

in the majority of the Pakistani manufacturing industries under 

investigation by the Tariff Commission. This is in view of an almost 

universal existence of excess capacity in:the manufacturing sector. 

Protection has in fact facilitated the utilization of already 

existing excess capacity. 

If demand is- inadequate ci»e Tariff Commission usually is reluctant 

to recommend tariff protection, unless there are good Prospects of expert. 



. If domestic demand is inadequacy/it implies that it is premature to 

establish the industry and there is likely to be considerable excess 

capacity. Given excess capacity, of an already established industry, 

one may argue that.tariff protection which enables economies of scale 

through a greater utilization of capacity may reduce cost in the longer 

run. Ideally if it is only excess capacity which is the reason for high 

cost and if with a greater output it is able to produce at a cost lower 

.than the prices of.competing imports, then the industry in question 

may undergo, unaided by protection, the temporary losses which would 

be offset by profits later on. On the other hand, one may argue that 

the attainment of a higher scale, of output, may itself involve a 

learning process and, therefore, the industry qualifies for protection 

on the basis of an infant industry argument. This is the case for a 

temporary protection on a sliding scale cr for subs idlea on a sliding 

scale with the condition that, they will V withdrawn as an efficient 

scale ̂ of. output is. obtained may be justified. An export bonus scheme 

b.as been justified in scire instances on this ground that the present 

high costs and inability to compete abroad on the part of manufacturing 

.industries ate due to inadequate scale of production and that Once a 

foothold has been cT-talned, which enables a larger output on a permanent 

basis, bonus scheme may be withdrawn since costs and prices following 

froma larger output will be lower, and competitive. 

Whenever the existence of excess capacity is due to the present 

state of .inadequate demand and is expected to disappear with (a) the 

development of domestic demand consequent on temporary protection, 

(b) development of export market consequent on export subsidies, and 

(c) with the development of rest of the economy, including the growth 

of inter-industrial demand from the rest, of the manufacturing sector, 

the problem of high cost ,is a temporary one and measures (a) and (b) 

will be temporary phenomenon.. 

. . The emergence of excess capacity, as has been mentioned earlier, 

is not merely a question of inadequate market which needs to be 

expanded domestically either by protection or expanded abroad by 

export subsidies but also r function of an inadequate supply of inputs 



i.e., key imported inputs as well as laek cf managerial and supervisory 

capacity. If the lack of supervisory and managerial capacity is a matter 

of inadequate experience which only is attained over a period of time, 

one may consider this particular factor i.e., training and developm^*-

of managerial and supervisory utilities as a function of "learning by 

doing". In this case also it has been azgped by some that the losses of 

the early period are really investment needed to obtain the gains of 

latter period. The industry ift q*'£3tion may borrow in order to undertake 

this essential investment. The valid and realistic objections to ••>-'-

line of reasoning are two fold. Firstly, the private entrepreneurs may 

not perceive the long run gains and even when they perceive future gains, 

the private valuation of future gains, 1A View t>£ uncertainty of the future 

developments as against the certainty of present losses and present cost cf 

investment, may be less than the social valuation of future gains: this 

may discourage investment in the Itttaftfy in question. Moreover, the 

capital aarket may be imperfect with the result that eapltal for this 

type of investment may not he available and if available, may only be 

obtained at a higher cost than for usual types of investment. Thus 

may not only be underestimation of future gains on the part of the 

private industrial entrepreneurs but alse the private capital market 

may value the prospects of such lending operations considerably below 

their social profitability^ 

The problem of excess capacity has othef aspects. The question 

has often been raised as to why the expansion of existing, capacity is 

sanctioned by the investment licensing authorities while existing 

capacity is underutilised owing to the sfcixrtage of imported raw 

materials. The answer is related to the existence of market imperfections 

and to the criterion and procedure which govern the allocation of 

foreign exchange resources derived both from aid and Pakistan's own 

earnings, between competing uses. In so far as investment controls 

are not universally effective, the existence of high profits attracts 

the entry of new firms. In an Imperfect market with its character is 

features of product differentiation and selling costs etc, existing 

firms contract their seale of production and incur a rise in their 

average costs of .production. Costs and prices go up all around and 







of production and accordingly, may raise the-ratio of the ex-factory 

price to the CIF price of the competing import. No significant correlation, 

however, is noticeable. The explanation of the lack of significant cor-

relation between the two can be traced to the fact while undoubtedly 

excess capacity raises the domestic costof production, the price 

differential is CBP .price of the 

competing, prodv^^-xariation? :tfc whichas between products may offset 

the variations i. ex-factory piices between products. 

It impertinent to mention'.'here .that the Commission does not 

accept uncritically the ex-factory prices quoted by the manufacturers. 

Since costs ar.d prices often vary between different firms in the same 

industry^ithe Tariff Commission undertakes detailed cost investigations 

of a few-seleered firms ana .^cldes on a representative firm in the 

light of its general efficiency. There is often n scope for judgement 

in the identification of a representative firm so that firms with 

costs lower than the representative firm chosen by the Commission 

ends up earning excess profits. In many cases the Commission estimates 

ex-factory "fair price" in the sense that the costs of production and 

"a fair rate of return" on capital a n determined by the Tariff Commission 

itself. In a few cases data are available Lo enable a comparison between 

the relative levels of. actual and fair prices as seen below: 

Table 7 

Relative Levels of- Actual and Fair. Price 

. . Group- ;:".T. 
(Ra t ic 6f Ac Lua i 
to fair pries) 

Average of ratio 
'of actual; to fair-
ex- factory price1 
- without tax : • 

Frequency 
Percentage of 
..total 
frequencies 

MSB 
Below 1.00 
( 0 1 ) 

1.00 - 1.20 

1.20 - 1.70 

0.87 

1.08 . 

1.32 . 

11 

21 

7 

28.3 

53.8 

17.9 

39 100.0 

It is interest* ig to notfe that in the ease of eleven out of thirty 

nine industires actual price is below fair price implying that these 

industries are not earning "nomal" profits in the judgement of 

G-ommission and ?.re, therefore, selling at a lets in order to dispose of 

their production. Th:se eases may thus be clearly identified as those 





In four cases but. -Jt fifteen an" increase in the utilization of capacity 

does not make ady difference to ccst and fair selling price. However, 

the rest of the cases the ex-fac'toty price at the present capacity is 

8% to 25% higher'than the ex-factory price with a fuller utiliza'' 

capacity. "f" 

Besides comparative cost', adequacy of domestic demand, adequacy . 

installed and planned capacity to meet expeoted demand, the Tariff 

Commission does devote considerable attention to the problem of quality 

of indigenous products. -It undertakes detailed technical investigstiou 

as well as makes enquiries with the users of the product. The Commission 

attempts "either to be satisfied with quality of the product before it 

recommends protection or suggests measures for improvement of quality 

and makes adoption of sueh measures a condition for the grant of 

protection, this is particularly true in the case of intermediate ana 

capital goods industries. "" 

While generally attempting to fix tariff rates and other concessions 

or protective measures in such a manner as to offset the specific cost 

disabilities it the industries in question, the Tariff Commission 

goes into the examination of the specific causes of cost disabilities 

of particular industries. The cost disadvantage or disability of 

Pakistani industries are usually due to (a) •*<: " y - . 

, absence Of adequate infrastructure, high co3t of power, and 

transportation and communication facilities, absence of ancillary 

services and :industries.'(b} This can also be due to a lack of 
• • i , - T • . ; ' 

•experience of management and of labour in acquiring skill and mastery 

over technique. The cause. * ( b ) constitute the familiar infp"*-

industry argument, (c) The cost disadvantage can.also be due to the 

limited size of the market and inability te realise economies of 

scale which has been discussed above at length, (d) Moreover, there 

may be the particular cost disabilities of the industry in question 

such as the. high cost of'the specific labour required for the 

high cost of materials;,, high overhead costs or high selling and 

distribution costs, (e)' A particular'industry may also suffer frcra 

a relative inefficiency of its particular management. The Tariff 

Commission seeks to coispetisate'for the;cost disadvantage arising 
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Table g 
Frequency Distribution ot- Nmafrer of Firms 

by Industry ^ 

Group Freaue Percentage of Total 
(Number of Finns) • \ .'"•"•• Frequencies 

1 - 2 hi- 40.37 

3 - 5 U ^ ^ 15.S5 

6 - 10 .$.09 

11 - 20 .. 9 : / . 7.83 

21 - 50 11 9.56 

51 and above 16 13.91 

Number of firms 
Not known 7 6.09 

In about forty one percent of t ..e industries there are only one or two 

firms per industry whereas in the ease of another sixteen pero««t there 

are only three to five firms per industry. 

The Tariff Commission usually attempts to equalise landed cost 

(including tariffs) and the ex-factory price as accepted by the Commission. 

It is not only that costs conditions vary as between individual firms 

but also that there are more than one quotation of CIF prices depending 

upon the source of import. As far as the differences in the CIF prices 

of imports are concerned, the attempt is to identify the source from 

where a large volume of competing imports comes in an4» therefore, 

which provides the maximum competition to the indigenous industry. 

Usually the attempt is to formulate tariff rates which will protect the 

industry against the cheaper sources of imports. 

The differential tariff rates which the Comaission has suggested 
7 for various industries, however, do not completely offset the cost 

.'disabilities in so far as the high price of the domestic produet is 

due to monopoly profits or due to.high profits in the sense that 

it is higher than normal "profit" as conceived by the Commission or in 

so far as it,is due to the inefficiency of management to that possible 

economies can be affected. Tha Commission in a number of eases i.e., 

in the case of twenty industries has recommended conditional protection 

i.e., conditional on the industry not charging prices higher than those 

fixed or considered fair by the Commission on the basis of its investiga-

tions. These are cases where the industries are either making excessive 
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One may legitimately enquire whether such high costs as 

evidenced in the majority of the industries provide any basis 

for judgement as to the selection of industries i.e., for an 

optimum pattern or strategy of industrialisation. It is 

conceivable to postulate a limit to the excess of domestic 

costs over the prices of competing imports which it is appropriate 

to bear as a necessary cost of industrialisation in a developing 

economy. The limit of the permissible cost differential may, for 

example, be set at 50% or 70% above the cif price of the competing 

imports. The extent of cost disability which a country is willing 

to • •.Midise is partly a matter of judgement regarding a progressive 

reincLica overtime in the extent of cost disability. Once an appropriate 

and socially desirable rate of subsidy for the promotion of industries 

is determined, it may be conceivably suggested that industries which 

suffer from a eost diss '.vantage high than the permissible limit 

may not be suitable for development in Pakistan. 

One stay argue that the permissible limit of eost disability 

is also affected by a number of other factors such as distortions 

in domestic factor markets and divergence between social and 

private costs some of which may arise from external effects of 

industrialisation etc. There may be non-economic arguments such 

as the provision of security and defence potentials tthile a policy 

of domestic taxes and subsidies .may be the best way of dealing 

with these factors, such a policy may not appear feasible in a 

given situation of an underdeveloped economy like Pakistan with 

the deficiences in its fiscal system. The second best method 

under a given set of circumstances amy still be a resort to 

tariffs. 

It is also necessary to consider the existing life of an 

infant industry at the time when its cost ratios are examined, since 
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However, the Tariff Commission has allowed in the eost 

estimates accepted by it the rates of profits which varied 

from 12 per cent on invested capital in the earlier years 

to about 20 per cent of the invested capital in the later 

years. The comparative cost ratios in the later years insofar 

as they are based on fair prices estimated by the Tariff 

CoEBaission are partially affected by the upgrading of 

the permissible ). profit margins. 

The selection of an appropriate industrial program 
• * " •* •• 

and its implementation needs the use of a number of 

instruments only one of which is tariffs. Rational 

tariff policy has to be framed within context of 

general economic programming. While it is true that 

tariffs have been swamped in their protective effects 

by import restrictions, yet there have been occasions 

when they have been important. An Increasing reliance 

on market mechanism for the regulation of imports, which 

Pakistan professes as a goal of policy, necessitates 

more important role for tariffs than has been true 

hitherto.. The differential tariff structure of Pakistan 

is only partly a result of the recommendations of the 

Tariff Commission since a large majority of tariffs 

which have serious protective effects have been determined 

and changed by administrative, revenue and balance of 

payments considerations. So long as quantitative 

restrictions remain, it is important to have a proper 

integration between the two. Indeed, if and when the 

variability of exchange rate is considered, there 

need be a coordination between all the three instruneata 

i.e. tariffs, import restrictions to the extent that they 
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The most l^ortant.aanufactured exports of Pakistan still are 

jute textiles * cotton textiles and-leather manufacturers in that 
,• ~ * . f.l'* K "' ''.• ' . ^ ".-Y: * " \ 

order of importance. The effective rates of protection received by ' 

tKem are 92%, 147% and 80% respectively whereas, the export subsidy 

received by them is to the extent of 30%, 45% and 45%. of the F*0vB. 

value of their exports. The effective rate of protection is higher 

than the export subsidy. The" jute textiles are in a separate category 

since Pakistan does not face any competition in the home market from 

imports of jute textiles from abroad. The tariff rate has no protective 

Significance. It might haye reflected the comparative cost position of 

the jute industry if it was related to the differences, in the cost 

of production of the jute textile between India and Pakistan. But this 

does not appear to be the case. What is more important is to analyse 

the performance of a.wide variety of the minor manufactured exports, 

which represent the growing complexity and diversity of the industrial 

structure in Pakistan. The export items ̂ hich are of growing importance 

are chemicals and pharmaceuticals (2.42%), fcotwear (1.75%), edible 

oils (1.56%), transport equipment (1.64%), soap and cosmetics (1.24%), 

miscellaneous food preparations (1.33%) and metal products (1.20%) . M I A 
While in the case of chemicals and pharmaceuticals and soav f.rjL co^ie^-cs 

the effective rates of protection are negative and uuity respectively, 

in the case of other items the effective rate varies from 20% to 292%. 
i 

The cases where the tariffs rates are much higher than the export 

subsidy, one may conclude that the industries are over protected 

Implying that the tariff rates overestimate the pric differential 

between the foreign and domestic products or that the exporters 

practise price discrimination between the home and export markets. It 

may also imply a factor which is of considerable importance b*«st is of 

••tVnown magnitude i.e. that the rest of the complext system of export 
4n~antives constitutes a subsidy additional to the subsidy implied 

in the bonus. Even apart from export performance licensing (one estimate) 

1/ The percentage in brackets indicate the proportion which these 
Items constitute o£ the total manufactured exports reported in Table 11. 
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